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It is proved that form equivalence is decidable for context-free grammar forms with only one 
nonterminal and one terminal symbol. However it also proved that there are “many” gram- 
matical families generated by such forms: with some trivial exceptions, the families are dense in 
the sense that between any two families one can “squeeze” in a third one. The results obtained are 
applied also to L forms. 
1. Introduction 
The extensive literature dealing with grammar forms and L forms (cf. [9]) and the 
references given there) contains so far very few results about the decidability of 
form equivalence, i.e., about deciding whether or not two given forms generate the 
same language family. This is the case even though determining whether or not two 
different grammatical characterizations yield the same family of languages is one of 
the most fundamental problems in formal language theory. 
In this paper it is shown on the one hand that form equivalence is decidable for 
context-free {S,a}-forms (i.e., forms having only one nonterminal S and only one 
terminal a). On the other hand, it is also shown that the language families generated 
by (S, a}-forms are “dense”. For example, whenever Yt and YZ are language 
families generated by {S, a}-forms satisfying 
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(where _Y& and -Ut,, denote the families of regular and linear languages, re- 
spectively), then there exists effectively a language family rj generated by an {S, a}- 
form such that 
Moreover not only will we show that (Y&o, Ui,,) is a “maximal” dense pair 
(although not the only one), but also we will classify all maximal dense pairs of 
{S, a)-families. 
Density means that there are “many” language families of the kind considered 
and, consequently, the decidability of the identity of two families is rather sur- 
prising. In fact, the results of [7] are the only analogous results obtained so far in 
formal language theory. 
Apart from the three main results mentioned above, this paper contains some 
comparisons with other areas, in particular, with L forms. The definitions needed 
are given rather briefly. The reader is referred to [9] for motivation and background 
material concerning grammar forms. Reference [2] can be consulted as an intro- 
duction to the specific problem area of this paper, while references [5] and [6] 
contain results about density from a more general point of view. However, only 
knowledge of the basics of formal language theory is needed in order to understand 
the proofs of the three main theorems of this paper. 
2. Definitions and results 
We use standard language-theoretic notation and, to avoid unnecessary special 
cases, consider two languages to be equal if they differ by at most the empty word 1. 
This convention is extended to language families as well: two families are equal if, 
for each language in one family, there is an equal (modulo A) language in the other 
family, and vice versa. The families of finite, regular, linear and context-free 
languages are denoted by 
&NV -%EG, %IN, %Fv 
respectively. 
A finite substitution ,u defined on an alphabet V is said to be a dfl-substitution (a 
disjoint finite letter substitution) if for any a in V p(a) is a finite set of letters and 
moreover a # b implies p(a) rip(b)) = 0. 
A (context-free) grammar form is a context-free grammar G= (V, Z, P, S). 
(Where V is the total alphabet, C the terminal alphabet, P the production set and S 
the initial letter.) Given a dfl-substitution ,U defined on V, we say that a context-free 
grammar G’= (V’, Z’, P’, S’) is an interpretation of G modulo p, in symbols 
G’ a G(p), if the following conditions (i)-(iv) obtain: 
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(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
,&I) C V-2 for all A in V-Z, 
/f(a) C E’ for all a in C, 
P’ c p(P) where p(P) = {B+y / B is in &I), y is in p(x), 
for some A +x in P}, 
S’ is in p(S). 
The language family generated by the grammar form G is defined by 
Y’(G) = {L(G) 1 G’ a G(p) for some p}. 
A grammar form G with V= (S, a}, .Z= {a} is termed an {&a}-form. 
Two grammar forms are called form equivalent if they generate the same 
language family. 
A family of languages is called grammatical (resp. {S,a}-grammatical) if it is 
generated by some grammar form (resp. {S, a}-form). 
The following notions concerning density have been defined in [5] for arbitrary 
grammatical families. For the purposes of this paper, they are defined below for 
(S, a)-forms. 
Assume that Y and Y’ are {S, a}-grammatical families such that 9s Y’. The pair 
(Y; U’) is dense if whenever W; and Yz are {S, a}-grammatical families satisfying 
then there is an {S, a}-grammatical family -i/i such that W, $ 9, $ 9;. The pair (W: 9’) 
is maxima/ dense if it is dense and there is no {S, a}-grammatical family 5“” such that 
either Y”’ & 9 and (Y’, 9’) is dense or else 9 s 9” and (9; rl’) is dense. An {S, a}- 
grammatical family 95 is a successor of an {S, a)-grammatical family 9, (and 9, is a 
predecessor of U;) if U; s Y; and there is no {S,a}-grammatical family -4”j with the 
property 9, $ W; $ Y;. 
The main purpose of this paper is to establish the following three theorems. 
Theorem 1. The pair ( YiEGr &N) is maximal dense. 
Theorem 2. Form equivalence is decidable for {S, a}-forms. 
The final theorem presents the above mentioned classification of maximal dense 
pairs of {S,a)-grammatical families. We first need to introduce some additional 
notation. 
Let L c .I?* be a language, then the length set of L, denoted by LS(L), is defined as: 
where 1 w ( denotes the length of a word w. Similarly the length set of a grammar 
(form) G, denoted by LS(G), is defined by LS(G) = LS(L(G)). For the purposes of 
this paper the length set of a grammatical family Y(G), denoted LS(Y), is defined 
by LS(Y) = LS(G). Finally let M be a set of natural numbers and Ya grammatical 
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family, then the M-restriction of -U; denoted by Y(M) is defined by 
Y(M) = {L: L is in Y’and LS(L) c M). 
We can now state the final theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let Y’and Y’ be two {S, a)-grammatical families such that W’s 2”. Then 
the pair (2~; Y‘) is maximal dense if and only if 
(i) LS( Y) = LS( Y’) = M, say, 
(ii) Y= .Yaao(M), and 
(iii) Y’= Y&(M). 
3. Proofs 
In this section, we shall establish Theorems 1, 2 and 3. The proofs are based on a 
sequence of lemmas, the first lemmas being known results. 
Lemma 1. Let G be an {S,a}-form. Then Y(G) contains Y& if and only if Y(G) 
contains WREG if and only if L(G) = a +. If L(G) = a+ and G contains a production 
with at least two occurrences of S on the right side, then Y’(G) = Y&. 
Lemma 2. AN of the families 5!&, YiIN, Y& are {S, a}-grammatical. 
For the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2, the reader is referred to [2]. In particular, the 
three forms G,, GZ, G3 determined by the productions 
Gr: S+aS,S-+a, 
G2: S + aS, S --t Sa, S -+ a, 
G3: S + SS, S + a, 
generate the families Y&o, Y;tN and 5&r, respectively. 
Lemma 3. The family _$, is the only successor of the family W,,,. If G is an {S, a}- 
form satisfying Y(G) $ _Y&, then (Y(G), P&J is not dense. 
Proof. The first sentence is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2. Consider 
the second sentence. By Lemma 1, L(G)#a + . Let i> 1 be the smallest integer such 
that ai is not in L(G). Define Gr by the productions: 
S + a 1 . . . 1 ai- 1 aiS 1 a2i 
then L(G,)=a+ - {a’}, hence Y’(G) c Y(G,) 5 -YREG and 6YREG is a successor of 
=Y’(G,). 0 
Observe that yLtlN is a predecessor of Y& but not the only one! 
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The next lemma is a well-known fact concerning grammar forms, cf. [2]. 
Lemma 4. Assume that G is an {S, al-form and S * * a is a derivation according to 
G (viewed as a grammar). Assume that G, is obtained from G by adding the 
production S + a. Then G and G, are form equivalent. 
We now further analyze derivations according to an {&a}-form, taking the 
generated language family into consideration. A production in an {S,a}-form is 
either terminating (i.e., of the type S --* a’) or non-terminating, briefly NT. Every 
NT production in a linear {S, a}-form is of the type S -+ a’Saj, for some i,j 2 0. Such 
a production will often in the sequel be identified with the pair (i,j). 
For a linear {S,a)-form G and a pair (k, I) of nonnegative integers, we say that 
(k, I) is generated by G if, for some n >O, S * *ankSani is a derivation according to G. 
This notion of generation is very important for problems concerning form equi- 
valence. The reason why we do not consider directly the derivation S * * akSa’ will 
become apparent in Lemma 7 below. The following lemma characterizes generation 
in terms of a simple arithmetical property. 
Lemma 5. Assume that G is a linear {&a}-form whose NT productions are 
(i,,j& . . . . (&,j,), where the numbering is chosen in such a way that 
II 4 -_( “‘IT. 
jl - Jr 
(For j, = 0, i,/j, is considered to be 00.) Then a pair (k, I) of nonnegative integers is 
generated by G if and only if there is a v such that 
Proof. Assume first the existence of an index v satisfying (1). We shall prove that 
the pair (k,I) is generated by G. If one the inequalities in (1) is not strict, it is 
immediate that (k, 1) is generated by G. Therefore, we assume that the inequalities in 
(1) are strict. Consequently, the determinants 
are all positive integers. Using the identities 
cVl,+cV+liV+l =nk, 
c,j,+c,+&+l =M 
we see that the derivation S 3 *ankSan’ is obtained by applying c, times 
production (i, j,), and c,, , times the production (i,, ,, j,, ,). This shows that 
pair (k,I) is generated by G. 
Assume, conversely, that there is no index v satisfying (1). This implies that 
the 
the 
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k i, ’ k 
either -<-- or else +<-. 
1 jl Jf 1 
Without loss of generality, we assume the former alternative. (The latter alternative 
is symmetric: just interchange the roles of k and 1.) 
If the pair (k, I) is generated by G, there are nonnegative integers cy, v = 1, . . . , t, 
and a positive integer n satisfying 
I 
c c,i, = nk, i: c,j, =nl. 
But this is possible only if k/l? i,/j,, a contradiction. Consequently, we conclude 
that the pair (k,Z) is not generated by G. q 
Lemma 6. Assume that G is a linear {S,a}-form not generating the pair (k, I). 
Assume further that G’ is a linear (S, a)-form generating a nonregular language and 
possessing the production S + akSa’. Then Y(G’) is not contained in Y(G). 
Proof. Let the NT productions of G be (i,,j,), . . ..(il.j,), ordered according to the 
ratios as in Lemma 5. Clearly, the pair (k, I) cannot be the pair (0,O). The assump- 
tions about G’ imply the existence of a positive integer m such that S =*a” 
according to G’. By Lemma 4, we may assume without altering Y(G’) that S + am is 
a production of G’. If there are no NT productions in G, the claim holds true 
because in this case Y’(G) contains only finite languages, whereas there are infinite 
languages in Y(G’). Thus, we assume that t? 1. By Lemma 5, we may also assume 
that 
k<l!_ 
1 A’ 
(2) 
(Here we choose again one of the two symmetric cases.) 
Since G/generates a nonregular language, there are positive integers k, and I, such 
that S **aklSa’l according to G’. If in the given pair (k,l) we have k=O, we 
conclude that we have in G’ the derivation 
S a * akl SalI + VI 9 
for all v. We choose now a large enough v such that 
(3) 
kl 4 
I, f VFjl. 
(Clearly, by (2), we must have i, >O.) Hence, by Lemma 4, we may replace the 
original pair (k, I) with a pair both of whose components are positive. Thus, we may 
assume that in the given pair (k,!) both k#O and If 0. 
Clearly, the language 
L = {aikb”ai’ 1 izO} 
is in Y’(G’). We claim that L is not in -i/(G). 
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Assume the contrary: there is an interpretation F of G such that L = L(F). Thus, F 
is a linear grammar. Because L is infinite, there must be a “looping” nonterminal A 
in F, more explicitly, there are in F derivations 
S **u/Iv, A **xFly, A **w, 
where U, v, x, y, w are terminal words and xy is not the empty word. Consequently, 
for all n, 
UX”W~*~ is in L. (4) 
On the other hand, because F is an interpretation of G, we must have 
(5) 
But conditions (2), (4) and (5) clearly contradict the definition of L. (A contra- 
diction is reached by choosing in (4) a large enough n.) 0 
Lemma 7. Assume that G and G’ are linear {S, a}-forms such that LS(G) = LS(G) 
and G’ is obtained from G by replacing a production S --t akSat with the production 
S + ankSan’, for some n 2 2. Then G and G’ are form equivalent. 
Proof. We want to emphasize first that, according to the statement of the lemma, 
before making the replacement we have to make sure that there are enough termin- 
ating productions available, so that the replacement does not change the length-set. 
The inclusion Y(G) c Y(G) is obvious. To prove the reverse inclusion, we 
consider an arbitrary interpretation F of G, and construct an interpretation F’ of G’ 
such that L(F’) = L(F). The construction being similar to those considered in [2] (cf. 
especially the proof of Lemma 9.4 in [2]), it will be only outlined here. 
Productions of the types S + a’s and S + Saj (i, j > 0) cause a special case in the 
construction. If both of these types occur among the productions of G and, hence, 
also among the productions of G’, we conclude that Y’(G) = Y’(G) because, by 
Lemma 9.4 in [2], both families equal the family of such linear languages whose 
length-set is contained in LS(G) = LS(G’). Hence, we may assume that at most one 
of these types, say the former, occur among the productions of G. 
The nonterminals of F’ are triples 
]w,, ‘4, W2lr 
where A is a nonterminal of F, and w, and w, are terminal words of bounded length. 
(The bound depends only on n and on maxr(G), the length of the longest right side 
among the productions of G.) The initial letter of F’ is [A, S, A], where S is the initial 
letter of F. 
Productions A + uBv of F which are not interpretations of S -+ akSa’ are 
simulated by productions 
]w,, A, ~~I+uI[w;, B, wilv, 
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in F’, where 
The terminating productions of F are simulated similarly. The length-set con- 
dition guarantees that the required productions (or derivations) are available in G’. 
Finally, suppose we are considering a production A -+ uBv of F which is an inter- 
pretation of the production S + akSa’ missing from G’. In this case we consider all 
derivations according to F 
B* a.. = x,Cyl * x2Dy2, (6) 
where Ix1 1 <n(maxr(G) - l), whereas Ix2 I zn(maxr(G) - l), as well as all deri- 
vations from B where a terminal word is reached before reaching such a word xzDyz. 
Depending on whether or not in (6) y2 is sufficiently long, we complete our simu- 
lation with an interpretation of S + ankSan/ or with an interpretation of the right 
linear production S + a’S. Terminal productions are again handled directly. 0 
We are now in the position to establish our main results. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 3, it suffices to show that the pair (&no, _40LIN) is
dense. Assume that Gi and G2 are (S,a}-forms such that 
Y/REG c p(G) $i 4Y(G2) c KIN* (7) 
By Lemma 1, L(G,) =L(G,) = a+ and, hence, LS(Gi) = LS(G2). 
Let (ii,_&), . . . . (ir, j,) be the NT productions of G,, ordered as before according to 
increasing ratios. By (7) and Lemma 7, there is a production S --t akSa’ in G2 such 
that the pair (k, I) is not generated by Gi. Consequently, by Lemma 5, 
k<& ‘1 
1 ji 
(8) 
(As before, if k//>&/j,, we change the roles of k and I). 
By (7) and Lemma 6, the pair (iI, j,) is generated by G2. Hence, for some n >O. 
S + * anilSa”jl 
is a derivation in G2. 
Let now Gj be the {S,a}-form obtained from Gi by adding the production 
S-*a nr, + kSanJ, + / 
Clearly, Y(G,) c Y’(G,). It is a consequence of (8) that 
ni, + k i, 
-<-. 
njl + 1 jl 
Thus, the inclusion mentioned is strict by Lemmas 5 and 6. 
Again (7) and the choice of n guarantee that Y(Gs) c Y(G2). Since 
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k<ni, +k 
I nj,+l’ 
another application of Lemmas 5 and 6 shows that this inclusion is also strict. 
Therefore, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1. Observe that the construction of G3 is 
effective from Gi and G2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. Given two {&a}-forms Gt and G2 we have to decide whether 
or not Y(Gi) = Y(G,). We may assume that both Gi and G2 contain a terminating 
production. 
We decide first whether or not LS(Gi) =LS(GJ. This amounts to deciding the 
identity of two regular languages and, thus, can be accomplished. If LS(Gi) 
#LS(G2), we conclude that G, and G2 are not form equivalent. (Our convention 
regarding the empty word is extended to length-sets: two length sets are considered 
identical if they differ by at most the number 0.) From now on we assume that 
LS(G]) = LS(G2). If the length sets are finite we trivially obtain equivalence, hence 
assume the length sets are infinite from now on. 
For each Gi, i= 1,2, we have one of the following three possibilities. 
(i) Gi contains a nonlinear production. 
(ii) All productions of G; are either left-linear, or all of them are right-linear. 
(iii) G; satisfies neither (i) nor (iii). 
If G, and G2 belong to two different classes among the classes (i)-(iii), they are 
not form equivalent. Hence, we assume that they are both in the same class. If they 
are in class (ii), they are form equivalent. (Their language family consists in this case 
of all regular languages whose length set is contained in LS(Gi) = LS(G2).) 
Assume that G, and Gz are both in class (i). Now LS(Gi)=LS(GJ=M, say, is 
infinite and both G, and G2 contain productions whose right hand sides contain at 
least two appearances of S. Hence by [3] we can assume that Y’(G,) = Y’(G2 = Ycr(M) 
and therefore we conclude that G, and G2 are form equivalent. 
Assume, finally, that G, and Gz are in class (iii). By Lemmas 6 and 7, G, and Gz 
are form equivalent if and only if, for each NT production S + akSa’ of G, the pair 
(k, /) is generated by G2 and vice versa. The tests involved can be immediately 
accomplished by Lemma 5. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. First note that A4 must be infinite since otherwise Yr&M) = 
= _!&,(M) contradicting the assumptions of the theorem. 
(if) Now Y&(M), Y&(M)) is a dense pair by a similar argument to that of the 
proof of Theorem 1. We need to show that it is maximal dense. 
(a) Let F be an {$a}-form such that Y(F) $ Y RE#f). Then either LS(F) = M or 
LS(F) GM. In the first case since Y’(F) is closed under dfl-substitution and inter- 
section with regular sets it is clear that Y(F) > _Y&&W). Hence we only need 
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consider LS(F) SM. Let G be an {&a}-form with Y(G) = &no(M) and let i be the 
smallest positive integer in M- LS(F). Now construct G from G such that LS(G) = 
=M- {i} and P(G) $ Y(G). Then 9((G) is a predecessor of Y(G) and the pair 
(Y(F), &no(M)) is not dense. 
G is constructed by way of Lemma 7. Essentially each NT production S + aPS 
(S + Sap) is replaced by S -+ a’PS (or S + SP) for some r> 1 such that for all NT 
productions S + a’PS or S + SarJ’, rp > i. Moreover letting I be the period of LS(G), 
we add sufficient terminating productions to G of the form S -+ a’+“, for TL 1 such 
that LS(G) = LS(G) - i. This can always be done. 
(b) Let F be an {S, a}-form such that Yi&V) c Y’(F). Again either LS(F) =M or 
MS LS(F). In the first case Y(F) must contain non-linear languages. Since any 
grammar for any non-linear language requires at least one production with at least 
two nonterminals on the right hand side F must be non-linear and hence by [3] 
Y(F) = Y&(M). Clearly YLIN(M) is a predecessor of _Y&M) and hence (x Y(F)) is 
not a dense pair. 
In the second case we proceed as in the corresponding subcase of (a) above. This 
also shows that (9; Y(F)) is not dense and completes the proof of the maximality of 
the dense pair (Y&(M), .Yi&M)). 
(only if) Assume -i/s Y” and (I/; U”) is a maximal dense pair. Then LS(Y) = 
= LS(Y’) = M, say, and M is infinite. Otherwise as in the first part of the proof there 
is a predecessor of Y” in (v, Y’) and if M is finite, then I/‘= Y”, a contradiction. 
Now Ykno(M) c Y’ by the closure properties of grammatical families and if 
Yf Y&o(M), the pair (Y; V’) is not maximal dense, hence Y’= &o(M). Similarly 
Y” c _Y~tN(M) and equality must also hold in this case. In both cases by the first part 
of the proof we cannot extend either .Y’or Y” and maintain density. This concludes 
the theorem. 0 
4. Discussion and open problems 
Theorems 1, 2 and 3 imply that {S, a}-grammatical families Y’satisfying 
for each M=LS(G), where G is an infinite {&a}-form, constitute a dense and 
decidable hierarchy of language families. We have also pointed out that this is the 
first known example of a hierarchy with these two properties. Our proofs show that, 
in fact, the inclusion _Y(G,) c Y’(G,) is decidable for {S, a}-forms Gi and Gz. 
It remains an open problem how the results of this paper extend to unary 
grammar forms, i.e., grammar forms with only one terminal but arbitrarily many 
nonterminals. For instance, as regards the case of linear forms, one of the major 
difficulties is the following. For linear (S,a)-forms G, LS(G) and the set of pairs 
generated by G completely determine 40(G). In the unary case an analogous charac- 
terization seems to be much more complicated. 
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We conclude this paper by briefly mentioning the application of these results to L 
forms. We don’t go into details: the reader is referred to [8] or [9] for unexplained 
notions. 
As regards general EOL forms, the theory of {&a)-forms is fairly involved, as 
seen in [l]. Our results are not applicable to this theory. However, they are to some 
extent applicable to the theory of synchronized EOL forms investigated in [4]. 
A linear synchronized {S,A,a}-form is a synchronized EOL form with the non- 
terminals S, A (in addition to the synchronization symbol N) and with the terminal 
a such that A + A and A -+ CI are the productions for A, and the right side of every 
production for S belongs to A *X4 *UA *. 
For a linear (S, a)-form, the corresponding linear synchronized {$A, a)-form can 
be constructed, and vice versa, simply by letting the letter A of the EOL form corre- 
spond to the letter a of the grammar form. The following result can be established 
by the methods of [4]. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a linear {S, a)-form and F its corresponding linear synchron- 
ized {S,A,a)-form. Then P(G) = Y(F). 
By Theorems 1-3, we obtain a dense and decidable hierarchy of synchronized 
EOL forms. This is somewhat surprising because, apart from some rather special 
results, no results about the decidability of form equivalence of EOL forms are 
known. For this particular class of synchronized forms, we now obtain density as 
well. 
Theorem 4 is also a partial converse of Theorem 7.2 in [4], establishing a class of 
L families all of which are also grammatical. 
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